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Abstract: With the continuous development of science and technology, artificial 

intelligence (AI) and virtual reality technology (VR) have gradually become the current 

hot field, attracting many people to join in one after another. The 3D virtual school 

system is based on open scene graph (OSG for short), which is built under the situation 

of the rise of modern 3D graphics simulation industry. Mainly for college students, it 

provides a good impression of intuitively understanding the school. For example, 

students can provide detailed map navigation to guide you through every detail of the 

school when they understand the school and the laboratories before entering the 

school. By switching the viewport, changing the weather, and freely roaming the route, 

different beautiful paths can be recorded, which is convenient for later roaming, and 

the most intuitive understanding of the school. 
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1. Introduction 

Most of the traditional college propaganda is carried out by printing the propaganda 

page which combines words and pictures, The introduction of all kinds of information 

in the school still stays at the level of combining pictures and words, and can only be 

displayed in a static way, not vivid enough, vivid and intuitive. At the same time, the 

school is a large area, all kinds of information are changing dynamically, and, in order 

to follow and adapt to the development of society and strengthen their own 

competitiveness, the school is constantly reformed in all aspects, all kinds of changes 

have caused a lot of trouble to the management of the school, and will also bring 

inconvenience to the school outsiders and even the students included in the school 

itself. Therefore, the school urgently needs to change the present situation, thus 

propagandizes and popularizes itself to the public more vividly. With the development 
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of technology, artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual reality technology (VR) are 

becoming more and more mature, which help us to solve these problems. The 3d 

virtual school system designed in this paper is based on open scene graph in virtual 

reality (VR) and wireless communication technology. 

The three-dimensional virtual campus system can solve all the above problems from 

three aspects: timely updating of the campus environment, strengthening the 

communication between students and schools, storing a lot of information, and 

bringing teachers and students a better spiritual experience and emotional experience, 

so as to expand the influence of running schools, improve the competitiveness of 

schools, and establish a good image. 

 

2. OSG basic principles 

Open Scene Graph, an open source c library developed by a foreign pilot, is used to 

implement the 3d model simulation scenario development. Later, under the joint 

development of more than 400 programmers at home and abroad, it grew in scale, and 

various kinds of extended cladding, such as: osgEarth, digital earth simulation; 

osgOcean, ocean fluid simulation. 

 

2.1 Coordinate system and matrix 

The osg coordinate system is based on the cartesian coordinate system confirming the 

direction, whose direction is: x to the right, y to the inward and z to the upward. The 

standard transformation of a three-dimensional object in a virtual scene is to transform 

the vertex matrix of the object itself. The 3D coordinate transformation adopts the 4*4 

matrix, which needs to be calculated in the form of unified translation and scaling as 

matrix multiplication. 

T=  

For example, when you need to rotate, call the submatrix： 

T= for rotation operation. 

Rotate around x-axis： 

[X Y Z 1]=[X Y Z 1] . 

 

2.2 Scene node tree 

When building a scene with osg, it is in the way of a node tree to put the done 3d model 
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into the scene. the usual practice is to add a switch node on the root node root, which 

is a switch node and is able to close any node under that node; add a Matrix Transfrom 

node below for setting properties such as displacement scaling, and a special effect 

node, which is generally a node such as rain and snow effect or light source; finally, 

add a leaf node below the Matrix Transfrom, that is, a good 3D model. Such a layer can 

build a scene tree structure. finally, the viewr-> setscenedata (root) in the viewper 

viewer; the 3D model can be visualized, as shown in figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 Perspective of Quzhou University 3D model 

 
3.  Osg operation and animation 

To implement a keyboard or mouse click event in the osg, bring more choices to the 

user, that is, to switch the camera position and view direction, the transfer parameter 

value must be changed to the camera setting by matrix mode. The osg provides the 

corresponding interface for developers, osg:: CameraManipulator, inherited from osg:: 

EventHandler, the chinese name is the operator, can achieve the initial point of view 

positioning, free roaming, path roaming and so on to make animation. 

 

3.1 Position and Switching of Viewpoint 

First set the opening view, set to the perspective view. inherits the osgGA:: Camera 

Manipulator class, in the constructor, sets the class members m_vPosition and 

m_vRotation, returns the matrix in the getmatrix methods getMatrix and getinverse 

Matrix, and returns it to the viewer viewer. If the initial point of view is not set well, the 

user enters the interface and flies to the underground or cloud, there is no humanized 

experience. The same input matrix can switch viewpoints through the methods of 

setMatrix and setinverseMatrix. 
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3.2 Free roaming 

To enable users to implement a first-person roaming like a CS game, move by wasd, 

following the osgGA:: CamerManipulator class, which operates on public variable 

assignments through the event-handling function. When the keyboard key method 

ea.getKey ()=', the view position m _ vPosition and direction m _ vRotation are set and 

returned to the viewer.  

 

3.3 Route roaming 

The camera changes position and view angle by route. Be able to experience a roller 

coaster ride. The osgGA::AnimationPathManipulator class called to the osg's own in the 

main function inherits from the osgGA::CameraManipulator. Enables you to pass in the 

designed path animation, which enables you to create point-of-view animations, loop 

back and forth, free design, osg:: ref_ptrapm =new osgGA :: Animation Path 

Manipulator (CreatePath()); viewer-> setCamera Manipulator (apm); and then 

transmits a pre-designed route to the path animation operator. 

 

3.4 Path animation 

In osg, want to achieve animation, there are skeletal animation, frame animation and 

other ways. Using frame animations to create animations in osg, using the osg:: 

animationpath class, it is combined into an animation by interpolating the time and 

object change matrix within each frame. 

 
Figure 2 Screenshot of path roaming animation 

 
3.5 Click Select and Text 

Osg supports text information output. can be output to the interface in the form of hud, 

when the mouse slides on the screen, that is, a ray is emitted from the screen, and 

there will be a lot of intersection points with the 3d mode scene, we take the last 
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intersection point as the coordinates of the mouse in the world coordinate system. 

Then the name of the scene graph of the node of the coordinate is obtained, and the 

information stored in the database can be output. Adding the event to the operator 

enables the mouse click to appear information. 

  
Figure 3 Library Information Display 

 
3.6 Particle system 

The particle system is currently used to simulate the explosion in a virtual environment, 

the burning effect of a flame or some flowing water phenomenon, which is used here 

to describe the rain and snow weather, because the system is assembled by some 

small particles in bulk (smaller objects) and then moved in a certain direction under the 

algorithm to form the effect on the screen. Using osg's own osgparticle:: precipit 

ationeffect, add a node tree to the main function to see the rain and snow. 

 

4.  3dmax design 

Although osg can be used to build images, but the image is too precise or need another 

design software, the network contention, more widely used are: Autodesk production 

softwares 3 dmax, CAD, or MAYA and ZBRUSH. All kinds of rendering performance vary. 

Single severs easy degree, we choose 3 on3dmax as design tools. 3 d model and the 

application field of numerous on3dmax, here, we use three on3dmax achieved in the 

application of virtual reality, use the sample line, text, material editor, zooming, etc. To 

realize the route design, 3 d font design, architectural center coordinates are set up 

and adjust the building size. Comparing its design the real school as much as possible. 
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Figure 4 Quzhou College 3dmax View 

 

 
Figure 5 World Interface 3D Model Map 

 
5.  Wireless communication and database design 

Based on NB - IoT to realize the remote communication. NB - IoT wireless transceiver 

module, is popular in recent years, the Internet of things module, its main function is 

the global sensor data acquisition, even on the base station, through the narrowband 

network network packets sent to the server. In today's China network base station 

around the situation, the communication range of infinity in theory, we adopt move far 

company BC20 module, private custom sensors connected according to user demand, 

such as digital camera image processing after the test for a free parking space, BC20 

can packaged information sent tothe server, combined with vc + + applications to 

implement a simple U DP remote communication and SQL server database call, can be 

in the server will be wireless sensor information into the database, output to the 
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graphical interface. 

Such as customer demand is the campus parking space data acquisition. Through open 

UDP port after the recognition process, the application on the parking Spaces for 

resettlement NB - a IoT of parking free parking space detection device recognition, 

automatic change the database application, osg rendering engine calls to the database, 

will be able to achieve without automation work 24 hours a day. You can at any time on 

the server in the form of 3 d images, more intuitive than ever to access to school 

campus parking information displaying. 

 
6. Conclusion 

Osg belong to the category of computer graphics, using Osg will bring the most 

intuitive performance data. If the data collected in each place, in the form of a 

graphical display, can very clearly see the data transfer and dynamic, easy to grasp the 

true information from all over the world, and a further leap to the development of the 

Internet of things. 
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